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Omi laughed, “Who gave you the money with one hand and guidance with the other, I will launch a
special kind of credit voucher in the future, and then I will set up a finance department to manage the
finances, and then I will find a marketing team that will often engage in some activities and so on.In
other words, from now on, no matter if you seek guidance fromme or my apprentices, you will no
longer receive the fairy coins directly, but the credit coupons I launch.Before everyone comes to
mentor, they go and buy the credit vouchers first.The credit coupons are then given to any of the
instructors for guidance.Of course, if you buy ten, or even a hundred credit coupons at once, there’s
still a discount.”

“Holy s*it, you’re so smart.”

“Oh.”Omi laughed.

Omi tied up all the consumers under all sorts of preferences, using the discounts, for a one-time
purchase of 100 coupons, the original price would need ten thousand Xian coins, but for a one-time
purchase of so many, you could make a 50% or even 40% discount, in that case, one hundred coupons
would only need three or four thousand Xian coins.

Although on the surface, it looked like a great deal, but to Omi, it was like these people would only be
able to spend here for the next 100 times.

Of course, Omi had a lot of ideas in his head and occasionally did some activities and such, but in short,
Omi was confident that he could defeat all the other competitors.

“Alright, that’s it for today’s meeting, you guys help me promote it, next month, I’ll be holding a Tang
Competition.”

“What’s a Tang Competition?”

“I’ll name it anything I want, in a nutshell, it’s a competition for everyone, and the person who wins
first place in the competition can become my apprentice, and, free guidance for life.”

“Oh s*it, no, free for life.”

“Yes.” Remember the URL ．kanshu8．net

“Big brother, I believe that the four words free for life will make the current three thousand people
squeeze their heads together and everyone spend money, while the first place winner will be free for
life.”

Omi shook his head, “It’s not just the current 3,000 people who can participate, anyone can
participate.In addition, those who come second and third in the competition will be given 10 and 8
credit coupons respectively.”

“Wow, talk about I want to participate.”Shi Haoxiang drooled.



Omi said, “One day, I’ll make my Tang competition the most and most anticipated grand event of the
Immortal Academy for everyone.Also, you guys, help me make a hundred thousand memory cards.”

“What for?”

“From now on, this memory card will be the so-called credit coupon, and I will personally imprint each
memory card with a spiritual seal, which is considered an anti-counterfeiting mark.From now on, all
those who want to guide can only go to purchase the memory card.According to the previously
introduced rule of four rounds, half price each time, the conversion is equivalent to buying four
memory cards at once, which only costs 19 cents.Do you guys understand what I mean?”

“Understood, we’ll go make the memory card right away and then officially launch it for use.”

“Well, go ahead.”

The dozen or so men left and went about their business with their asses in the air.

Omi smiled hehehe, Omi would like to see how those other instructors who held training and
mentoring classes would be able to fight against Omi.

A few months later, Omi’s mentoring class, successfully launched a memory card, everyone no longer
traded directly with immortal coins, they had to go buy the memory card first.Moreover, Omi also
introduced that buying four cards at once only cost 19 Xian coins, and buying eight cards at once only
cost 35 Xian coins.A one-time purchase of 16 cards would only cost 65 Xian coins.

This was considered a major event for Omi’s guidance class.

&

nbsp; Those consumers, all of them fell for Omi’s consumer trap, almost all of them, bought 16 cards at
once, thinking that this was the only way to save a lot.

Not long after launching the memory cards, Omi released another announcement, six months later,
the first ‘Tang Competition’ will be held.The Tang competition, not about the realm, only compared
the skill of the Air Tearing Technique as well as the comprehension, the first place winner would be
given free guidance for life, and the second and third place winners would be rewarded with 10
memory cards and 8 memory cards respectively.

This news was released, and it truly shocked everyone, everyone was staring at that first place.

Not only that, Omi also released another ranking list a few days later, called the ‘Tang Certified Genius
List’, where all future geniuses who were recognized by Omi could be on the list.This meant that
anyone who could be on this list in the future would be an honor.

Omi’s reason for launching such a list was not meaningless; in order for his training course to grow
bigger, it had to be something that everyone would be proud of.Just like, entering the Immortal
Academy was an honor, entering the Tang Certified Genius List was also an easy one, and when
everyone who entered the Immortal Academy knew that it was extremely honorable to be on the Tang
Certified List, Omi’s training course was deeply rooted in the hearts of the people.

In this way, half a year passed.

The much-anticipated Tang Competition arrived.



Since it was the first time it was held, the number of participants was not large, only a few thousand
people.

However, after a fierce competition, and the final determination of Omi, the top three came out.

The one who won the first place was, a person named Luo Soul.

This Luo Soul, by the way, was someone Omi knew.

When he first entered the Immortal Academy, Omi fought four at a time, and among these four, the
most powerful one was this Luo Soul.

“Congratulations, Luo Soul, you won first place in the first Tang competition, you will be under my
guidance for free for the rest of your life until you no longer need it.”

“Thank you.”Luo Soul was a little excited, after all, he understood Omi’s strength, and he had paid to
be guided by Omi before.What was more important wasn’t free, but face, and right now everyone was
looking at Luo Ling with envy, and a kind of worship.

Omi said again, “Fatty, write Luo Soul’s name into the Tang Certified Genius List.”

“Yes, big brother.”

Luo Soul said gratefully, “Thank you, big brother.”

Omi continued to say to the second and third place, “You guys also keep up the good work, someone,
reward them with ten and eight memory cards.”

“Thank you.”

The first session of Tang’s competition was closed.

After the closing of the eyes, Omi immediately called Luo Soul to his cave.

“Brother, what are you looking for me for?”Luo Soul was busy asking.

Omi said, “Luo Soul, you are now qualified to open the guidance room, do you need to open it?”

“Ah, what do you mean?Open the guidance room?”

Omi said, “Meaning, you can also open a mentoring class under Tang’s name for you now, and you can
also mentor others later, thus earning income.If you open it, I will have someone make memory cards
for you, but of course, with your popularity, the price is not that high, one memory card to guide once,
or, guide twice a card.”

“This?”

“If you don’t want to, it won’t matter.”
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